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Cell cycle control of chorion gene amplification

Brian R. Calvi, Mary A. Lilly,¹ and Allan C. Spradling²

Howard Hughes Medical Institute Research Laboratories, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Baltimore, Maryland 21210 USA

Over-replication of two clusters of chorion genes in Drosophila ovarian follicle cells is essential for rapid eggshell biosynthesis. The relationship of this amplification to the follicle cell cycles has remained unclear. To investigate the regulation of amplification, we developed a technique to detect amplifying chorion genes in individual follicle cells using BrdU incorporation and FISH. Amplification occurs in two developmental phases. One of the gene clusters begins to amplify periodically during S phases of follicle cell endocycles. Subsequently, after endocycles have ceased, both clusters amplify continuously during the remainder of oogenesis. In contrast to the early phase, late amplification commences synchronously among follicle cells. The pattern of Cyclin E expression mirrors these two phases. We present evidence that Cyclin E is required positively for amplification. We suggest that Cyclin E also acts negatively to inhibit refiring of most origins within a cycle, and that specific factors at chorion origins allow them to escape this negative rereplication control. Our findings suggest that chorion amplification is a model for understanding metazoan replications and the controls that restrict replication to once per cell cycle.
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To maintain euploid gene balance, DNA sequences must be replicated every cell cycle but not more than once. Recent evidence indicates that cell cycle control of DNA replication is effected by a two-step mechanism (for review, see Diffley 1996). Origins first become competent to replicate by assembling proteins comprising prereplication complexes onto chromatin in G₁, and then later, during S, those origins initiate replication (Diffley et al. 1994). Replication from or through an origin dissociates functional prereplication complexes. Once destroyed, these complexes cannot reassemble until the subsequent G₁, thereby precluding refiring of an origin in a single cycle. Several lines of evidence suggest that cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs), in addition to being required positively for cell cycle progression, act negatively and are responsible for blocking reassembly of replication complexes in S, G₂, and M (Broek et al. 1991; Hayles et al. 1994; Moreno and Nurse 1994; Dahmann et al. 1995; Sauer 1995; Hua et al. 1997; Jallepalli et al. 1997; Tanaka et al. 1997). It is only after passage through mitosis, during a period in G₁ when kinase levels are low, that complexes can reassemble onto chromatin. This two-step mechanism of assembly and firing linked to kinase levels ensures that each region of the genome is replicated only once per cycle.

In Drosophila melanogaster, as in many multicellular eukaryotes including humans, certain tissues become polyploid by entering an endocycle characterized by alternating S and G phases without intervening mitoses (for review, see Carminati and Orr-Weaver 1996). As in other cycles, Cyclin E (CycE), with its kinase partner CDK2, is required for S phase of the endocycle (Sauer et al. 1995; Lilly and Spradling 1996) but the mitotic Cyclins A and B are absent (Lehner et al. 1990; Knoblich et al. 1994; for review, see Follette and O’Farrell 1997). Although some heterochromatic sequences fail to replicate and become under-represented during endocycles (Gall et al. 1971; Hammond and Laird 1985; Lilly and Spradling 1996), euchromatic sequences replicate no more than once with each successive endocycle (Spieler and Spierer 1984; Spradling and Orr-Weaver 1987). Thus, although apparently lacking an incomplete replication checkpoint, polyploid cells appear to have a mechanism that restricts DNA replication to once per endocycle.

A striking exception to balanced replication of euchromatin is amplification of the chorion genes in follicle cells during Drosophila oogenesis (for review, see Spradling 1993). During the last hours of oogenesis, these polyploid cells rapidly synthesize and secrete high levels of chorion proteins that comprise the Drosophila eggshell (Spradling and Mahowald 1980; for review, see Orr-Weaver 1991). Two clusters of chorion genes on the X and third chromosomes (hereafter X chorion and third chorion) are amplified above the copy number of the remainder of the follicle cell genome before and during a time of high-level transcription. This increase occurs
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through repeated initiation of replication forks from these loci. Because successively initiated replication forks continue to move outward, by the end of oogenesis each gene cluster lies at the peak of a gradient of copy number that extends ~40 kb in both directions. The final amplification level for the third chorion genes is 60- to 80-fold, and the X genes 15- to 20-fold, above the remainder of the genome. Several partially redundant cis sequences that mediate high-level amplification have been identified interspersed among the chorion transcription units (Orr-Weaver and Spradling 1986; Delidakis and Kafatos 1987; Spradling et al. 1987; Delidakis and Kafatos 1989; Heck and Spradling 1990), suggesting amplification is an amenable model for investigation into the little understood nature of metazoan origins of DNA replication.

It has remained unclear, however, whether chorion gene amplification is a model for the cell cycle regulation of DNA replication. It is possible that the mechanism for amplification of chorion genes differs from the cell cycle regulation that governs normal S phase. Further, it is unknown whether amplification occurs during follicle cell endocycles. The recent finding that amplification requires the Drosophila homolog of ORC2 (Landis et al. 1997), an essential component of prereplication complexes in yeast and other organisms, encourages the view that amplification resembles cell cycle-regulated DNA replication.

Here, we find that chorion gene amplification is closely tied to follicle cell cycles. We propose that chorion origins locally escape from normal rereplication controls that continue to operate on the rest of the genome resulting in selective amplification.

Results

Cessation of follicle cell endocycles

To understand the cell cycle regulation of chorion gene amplification it was first necessary to re-examine follicle cell endocycles. Follicle cells originate from stem cells, mitotically proliferate up until stage 7 of oogenesis, and subsequently undergo several rounds of endoreplication (see Fig. 1; for review, see Spradling 1993). Most amplification takes place during the final hours of oogenesis, a time when endocycles have ceased. Because of the uncertainty in time of onset for amplification (Orr et al. 1984; Spradling and Leys 1988), and the number and timing of endocycles (Mahowald et al. 1979; Hammond and Laird 1985; Mulligan and Rasch 1985), however, it could not be determined if these two processes overlap (see Fig. 1B).

Flow sorting of follicle cell nuclei clearly shows that follicle cells undergo three endocycles (Fig. 1C; Lilly and Spradling 1996). To investigate the timing of these endocycles, dissected ovaries were incubated in BrdU, and labeled nuclei examined by immunofluorescent microscopy. Throughout stages 7–9, developing egg chambers contained both labeled, S-phase, and unlabeled, G-phase, follicle cells. This indicates that the timing of endocycles is not synchronized among follicle cells within an egg chamber. The fraction of BrdU-positive cells after a 1 hr labeling period averaged 30% up until mid-stage 9 (Fig. 2A–C). After mid-stage 9, however, the number of BrdU-positive follicle cells steadily decreased, indicating that the last endoreplication is completed asynchronously among cells in an egg chamber. The fraction of BrdU-positive cells averaged 15% in late stage 9, whereas by the first part of stage 10, known as stage 10A, chambers contained few or no labeled follicle cells (Fig. 2D–F). Thus, all follicle cells complete endoreplication by the end of stage 10A. Variability in the position of labeled cells throughout this period indicated that most cell cycles were not strictly linked to developmental patterning.

Amplification can be visualized within individual follicle cells

In contrast, a high degree of developmental regulation was revealed by BrdU labeling immediately following
the end of stage 10A. Strong BrdU incorporation limited to subnuclear foci appeared in every follicle cell over the oocyte beginning in stage 10B (Fig. 2G–I, see also Fig. 3). This labeling continued through stage 13. Because chori

Figure 3. Amplification detected by BrdU and FISH. (A) Whole mount BrdU labeling in stage 10B follicle cells. Most nuclei have four spots of different intensities: one bright, one intermediate, and two faint. (B) FISH labeling. Hybridization of a chori

Figure 2. BrdU incorporation associated with endocycles and amplification. (A) In this stage 9 egg chamber, BrdU incorporation reveals that follicle cell endocycles are not synchronized. Some follicle cell nuclei are positive for BrdU incorporation and are in S, whereas others are blank for BrdU incorporation and, therefore, in G phase (see below). (B) Higher magnification to show the difference between S- and G-phase labeling. (C) DAPI of B. The DAPI bright dots correspond to follicle cell chromocenters that contain peri-centric heterochromatin. (D,E) Stage 10A chamber with the last few cells completing endocycles incorporating BrdU. The number of BrdU-positive cells decreases during mid-stage 9–10A as cells complete endocycles at different times. By late stage 10A, some chambers are entirely blank for BrdU incorporation. (F) DAPI of panel E. (G,H) In stage 10B, within hours after asynchronous completion of endocycles, punctate BrdU incorporation appears synchronously in every follicle cell over the oocyte but not those over the nurse cells (arrowhead). Notice the extreme difference between the BrdU incorporation in H and the absence of labeling in nuclei only a few hours earlier in E. (I) DAPI of H.
sites of equal labeling for a given chorion probe, suggestive of homolog asynapsis as seen in other polytene cells (data not shown). Intriguingly, the faint BrdU foci did not hybridize to probes from the known chorion clusters. They apparently correspond to two previously unknown amplifying loci.

To further verify that the BrdU foci correspond to amplifying chorion genes, we examined the effects of several mutations that are known to disrupt this process. Labeling was greatly reduced in ovaries derived from fs(3)293 females, a female sterile mutation in the k43 gene that encodes the Drosophila homolog of ORC2 (Landis et al. 1997) and is known to be required for amplification (fig 3F; Orr et al. 1984). Instead of uniform reductions, BrdU labeling was mosaic, with some follicle cells having much greater labeling than others. We examined the effect of mutations in other genes known to be required for amplification but for which the gene products are unknown. Similar to fs(3)293, BrdU incorporation was reduced in a mosaic fashion in four of these mutants [chiftion, fs(3)272, fs(1)K451, fs(1)K1214], but was reduced uniformly in a fifth [fs(2)PA77] (data not shown).

Patterns of BrdU incorporation in wild type indicated that the process of amplification is spatially and temporally regulated in a more precise manner than realized previously. The relative intensity of labeling of the X locus decreased at stage 12, when the genes in this cluster are expressed (Fig. 3, cf. E and G). Follicle cells that reside over the nurse cells, which do not synthesize chorion proteins (Parks and Spradling 1987), did not display punctate BrdU labeling (Fig. 3H). Regional differences in BrdU incorporation rate were also observed. Total fluorescence intensity at the third chorion locus in dorsal–anterior follicle cells was 1.5- to 2-fold brighter than in other cells in the egg chamber during stages 11–12 (Fig. 3H). Most of the follicle cells that contain brighter spots produce the dorsal appendages, a specialized eggshell structure. BrdU incorporation was also less affected in these cells by several of the amplification mutants (data not shown), suggesting that the regulation of amplification in these cells differs from the remaining follicle cells.

**Chorion genes begin amplification during follicle cell endocycles**

To further evaluate whether amplification responds to cell cycle regulation that governs normal S phase, we asked if amplification begins during endocycles. Although an examination of follicle cells earlier than stage 10B did not reveal subnuclear incorporation characteristic of amplification (Fig. 2B,E), we entertained the possibility that amplification could be occurring during endocycles, but remain undetected. If chorion genes amplify only during endocycle S phases, detection would be obscured by BrdU incorporation occurring throughout the rest of the nucleus.

Previous measurements of amplification by quantitative Southern's relied on isolation of DNA from whole egg chambers, the majority of which is derived from highly polyploid nurse cells that do not amplify chorion genes. This complicates detection of the onset of amplification when chorion copy number is only slightly increased within follicle cells. To circumvent this problem, we recovered nuclei corresponding to endocycling follicle cells by FACS (see Fig. 1C), and measured chorion gene copy number. The four major ploidy peaks represent a mixture of nuclei from mitotic (2C and 4C), endocycling (4C, 8C, and 16C) and postendocycling (16C) cells. G2 mitotic and endocycling 4C nuclei differ in DNA content because of satellite DNA under-representation, giving rise to a double 4C peak (Fig. 1C; M. Lilly and A. Spradling, unpubl.). The 8C peak consists of follicle cell nuclei that have completed two endocycles but still have one endocycle remaining. Consequently, we examined whether amplification had begun by the second endocycle by purified DNA from 8C nuclei and measuring the copy number of chorion gene sequences by quantitative Southern blotting (Fig. 4A). This indicated that third chorion genes are 1.8- to 2.2-fold amplified in 8C follicle cell nuclei, but no amplification was found for the X chorion gene cluster (see Table 1).

We could not use the 16C peak to measure amplification that occurred solely in the final endocycle. This peak contains cells from late in oogenesis when chorion genes are highly amplified as well as those that have just completed the final endocycle. Therefore, to confirm that amplification does occur during endocycles, we measured chorion copy number in DNA derived from whole stage 10A egg chambers. BrdU labeling indicated that at

Figure 4. Amplification begins during endocycles. (A) Representative Southern blot of Sall digested genomic DNA comparing the relative copy numbers of a 3.8-kb Sall fragment from the third chromosome chorion gene locus (ch) to a 7.3-kb Sall fragment from the rosy locus as a control (c). Chorion DNA is amplified two-fold in 8C endocycling follicle cells (Table 1). (Lane 1–3) Decreasing loadings of male genomic DNA that served as a nonamplifying diploid control; (lane 4) DNA from 8C flow-sorted ovarian nuclei (see Fig. 1C); (lane 5) DNA from 16C flow sorted ovarian nuclei. (B) Similar analysis of copy number in stage 10A egg chambers indicates third chromosome chorion genes are amplified fourfold by this stage (Table 1). Notice that the measured level in B needs to be corrected for the fraction of DNA derived from follicle cells whereas that in A does not. (Lanes 1–3) Decreasing loadings male diploid control; (lane 4) stage 10A DNA. Molecular weights of marker DNAs are indicated to left in A and B (in kb).
Table 1. Amplification during endocycles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control probe</th>
<th>8C nuclei</th>
<th>Stage 10A chambers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X chorion</td>
<td>third chorion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ry</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sibo</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hts</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fold amplification of chorion genes in follicle cells was compared to several probes. Probe specific activity was normalized using nonamplifying male DNA. Amplification was calculated as the ratio chorion/control chorion cells divided by chorion/control males. No amplification is defined as a ratio of 1.

*The absolute amplification values indicated for whole egg chambers were corrected for the fraction of DNA derived from chorion cells using the formula absolute amplification = (amplification observed – 0.58)/0.42 for observed amplification values >1 (see Materials and Methods).

To investigate cell cycle mechanisms that control the two phases of amplification, we examined the expression of CycE by immunofluorescence. During endocycles, oscillations of CycE, complexed with its kinase partner CDK2, control periodic S phases (Knoblich et al. 1994; Sauer et al. 1995; Lilly and Spradling 1996). A fraction of follicle cells in stages 7–9 egg chambers exhibited nuclear CycE staining commensurate with asynchronous endoreplications (Fig. 5A,B). During stages 9–10A, as cells complete the last endocyte, a decreasing number contain high CycE levels, similar to the results for BrdU labeling (Fig. 5C,D). Follicle cells in stage 10A chambers, however, appeared to retain a low level of staining. In contrast, in stage 10B, as late amplification begins, all follicle cells over the oocyte simultaneously displayed levels of CycE comparable with earlier S phases (Fig. 5E,F). CycE persisted and failed to cycle at least until stage 14; however, the level of staining slowly diminished from stage 10B onward (Fig. 5E,F). In older chambers, the CycE staining became more punctate. By stage 12, several subnuclear foci of high-level staining were clearly observed (Fig 5H), resembling the sites of localized BrdU incorporation observed at this time in number and intensity (cf. Fig. 3E). CycE antibody staining did not work under conditions required for BrdU or FISH labeling and, thus, we were unable to colocalize CycE with chorion loci. Nonetheless, the possible accumulation of CycE at chorion loci, the restriction of amplification to endocyte S phases, and alteration of CycE behavior during late amplification suggested CycE may be required for chorion genes to amplify.

CycE is required but not sufficient for amplification

We used several approaches to test the functional role of CycE in amplification. Because CycE is required in mitotically dividing cells (Knoblich et al. 1994; Duronio and O’Farrell 1995), it was not feasible to generate loss-of-function clones by standard mitotic recombination. Incubation of ovaries in the kinase inhibitor 6-DMA eliminated detectable chorion BrdU incorporation.

Figure 5. Changes in CycE behavior during the two phases of amplification. CycE protein levels within follicle cells were determined by confocal immunofluorescence. (A,B) Nuclear CycE levels oscillate during asynchronous follicle cell endocycles. (C,D) Stage 10A chamber showing that after completion of the final endocyte CycE levels drop, but a low level of staining remains. The area of less intense staining in the nuclei of this and later stages corresponds to the large nucleolus in these cells. (E,F) Shortly thereafter in stage 10, CycE rises to high levels in every follicle cell over the oocyte. The large patches of staining in A, C, and E correspond to nurse cell and oocyte nuclei. (G,H) Throughout later amplification, CycE levels slowly diminish but fail to cycle. Shown here is a stage 12 chamber demonstrating the 4 spot punctate labeling reminiscent of BrdU incorporation (inset in H, single nucleus).
within 30 min (data not shown) suggesting continued kinase activity is important for amplification.

To test more directly if CycE is required for amplification, we induced expression of a specific inhibitor of CycE, the dacapo gene (dap) (de Nooij et al. 1996; Lane et al. 1996), using the GAL4 activation system (Brand and Perrimon 1993). The c233:GAL4 strain is an enhancer trap that induces high-level expression in all follicle cells beginning in late stage 9 before the onset of late amplification (Manseau et al. 1997). When c233:GAL4 was combined with UAS:gap, amplification was severely inhibited. c233:GAL4; UAS:gap females were sterile and laid flaccid eggs with thin eggshells and smaller dorsal appendages (data not shown), a phenotype shared by all mutations that disrupt amplification. Moreover, BrdU incorporation at chorion loci was undetectable in virtually all follicle cells in these egg chambers (Fig. 6A,B). Reminiscent of regional differences observed in wildtype and amplification mutants, however, egg chambers often had dorsal–anterior follicle cells with reduced BrdU labeling (data not shown). To determine whether CycE was required continuously, we also misexpressed Dap using a heat-shock-inducible hsp70:GAL4 transgene. BrdU staining at chorion foci was abolished within 2 hrs after heat induction (data not shown). As with c233:GAL4, the dorsal–anterior follicle cells were more often positive for BrdU incorporation at chorion loci, suggesting they contain more robust amplification activity. These experiments strongly suggest that CycE is required continuously for the late phase of amplification.

To ask if CycE is sufficient to induce amplification, we misexpressed it using either c233:GAL4 or hsp70:GAL4 in combination with UAS:cycE (Lane et al. 1996) during stage 10A when CycE levels are normally low and amplification is not observed. Despite the premature expression of CycE, incorporation of BrdU into chorion foci was not observed in stage 10A egg chambers (Fig. 6C,D). With prolonged CycE expression, some stage 10A and later nuclei also had low-level speckles of BrdU incorporation distributed throughout the nucleus. These speckles did not appear similar to chorion foci and likely result from earlier disruption of endocycles (see below). Consistent with previous results (Lilly and Spradling 1996), however, CycE overexpression did induce robust late replication of heterochromatin in stage 10A follicle cells as evidenced by increased BrdU labeling corresponding to the chromocenter (Fig. 6C,D). The combined results for UAS:gap and UAS:cycE suggest that CycE is necessary, but not sufficient, for amplification.

**Inhibition of replication from nonchorion origins is associated with persistent CycE**

Another characteristic of the late phase of amplification is the absence of replication throughout most of the follicle cell genome. In other cell cycles, S phase kinases act positively to initiate replication, but also inhibit rereplication within a cycle (for review, see Diffley 1996; Hua et al. 1997; Tanaka et al. 1997). A period when kinase levels are low is required for assembly of prereplication complexes. It has been suggested that oscillations of CycE in endocycles control once-per-cycle replication (Su and O’Farrell 1995; Lilly and Spradling 1996). In support of this, although misexpression of CycE initially resulted in more S phase follicle cells during endocycles, prolonged misexpression inhibited entry into subsequent S phases (data not shown). In wild type, it is likely that the persistent CycE observed beginning in stage 10B inhibits assembly of new prereplication complexes at most origins during this period. As in previous endocycle S phases, chorion origins can escape this negative regulation. To explain the absence of one round of genomic replication at the onset of the late phase of amplification, we postulated that CycE/CDK2 kinase activity must remain sufficiently high to inhibit origin resetting after the final endocycle. Although we did observe low level CycE antibody staining after the final endocycle S phase in stage 10A chambers, the sensitivity of these experiments did not allow us to determine whether levels remained higher than during previous G phases when origins can reset. Thus, we sought other ways of examining CycE/CDK2 activity during this period.

We have found that MPM-2 monoclonal antibody is a useful marker for CycE activity. This antibody recognizes a variety of cell cycle-dependent phosphopeptidom in an array of organisms (Davis et al. 1983). Although originally raised against HeLa cells in mitosis, it also
stains interphase cells (Ding et al. 1997 and references therein). MPM-2 labels both diploid and polyploid cells in *Drosophila* (Millar et al. 1987). We find that MPM-2 stains a subnuclear sphere of unknown identity in a fraction of endocycling follicle cells, suggesting that this labeling is cell cycle restricted (Fig 7A). Overproduction of CycE with either *UAS:CycE* or *hs*p70:CycE increased the intensity and number of MPM-2 sphere-positive follicle cells. Within 45 min of induction of CycE expression, virtually every follicle cell displayed MPM-2 spheres (Fig. 7C). Conversely, inhibition of CycE/CDK2 activity by misexpression of Dap resulted in abolition of MPM-2 sphere staining in follicle cells (Fig. 7D). Thus, this MPM-2 epitope responds to alterations in CycE levels. Although it remains unclear whether this putative phosphopeptidase is directly produced by CycE/CDK2. MPM-2 staining is a useful marker to monitor CycE activity.

In wild-type chambers, we observed an interesting transition in MPM-2 staining preceding and continuing into the late phase of amplification. During stages 9–10A, as more cells have entered and completed the last endoreplicative S phase, there was an increase in the number of cells positive for MPM-2 spheres. By stage 10A, before the onset of late amplification, every follicle cell over the oocyte was positive for MPM-2 staining (Fig. 7B). The MPM-2 staining in follicle cells over the oocyte increased in intensity into stage 10B when late amplification begins and high levels of CycE protein were observed. Similar to CycE, MPM-2 staining slowly diminished after stage 11, so that by late stage 12 to 13 intensity was greatly reduced (data not shown). As with BrdU incorporation at chorion loci, MPM-2 staining was greater in dorsal–anterior cells of the egg chamber. Moreover, although Dap misexpression abolished MPM-2 staining in most cells during late amplification, the dorsal–anterior cells were often positive for staining. Thus, in many ways, MPM-2 staining reflects CycE activity. The increasing number of MPM-2 positive cells from stages 9–10A suggests CycE activity persists following the final endocycle. This could inhibit most origins from reassembling prereplication complexes explaining the absence of replication throughout most of the follicle cell genome during the late phase of amplification.

**Discussion**

Because amplification is most easily detected late in oogenesis when follicle cell replication has ceased, it has been thought of as a continuous process unconnected to the cell cycle. Our results reveal a very different picture. Amplification begins within the S phases of asynchronously cycling follicle cells and undergoes a developmentally regulated transition into a late continuous phase. Both phases are closely connected to the behavior of the major regulator of follicle cell endocycles, CycE, whose activity is necessary for amplification. Finally, our results suggest that origins at chorion loci escape the normal mechanisms that prevent rereplication. Thus, further study of this system as an exception to once-per-cycle replication will likely reveal aspects of the normal mechanisms governing rereplication control.

**Amplification and follicle cell cycles**

It had been an open question as to whether chorion amplification occurs exclusively after the completion of endocycles. Our measurements indicate third chorion genes do amplify during endocycles, but X chorion genes do not. Amplification, therefore, may begin within the first endoreplicating follicle cells, perhaps as early as stages 7–8 of oogenesis. The data suggest that chorion origins can reinitiate only during periodic S phases explaining why there are only small increases in third chorion copy number during endocycles. The absence of amplification for the X chorion genes indicates that the X and third chorion origins are distinguished by different propensities to rereplicate during the time allotted by endocycle S phase. The observation of amplification during endocycle S phases is significant because it suggests the cell cycle-regulated mechanism of amplification resembles normal replication, but that chorion origins can locally escape rereplication control that operates on the remainder of the genome at this time.

The appearance of two loci of BrdU incorporation that are distinct from the X and third chorion gene clusters indicates that there are additional loci that differentially replicate. These loci may correspond to genes required for late oogenesis and could encode other minor chorion proteins. Identification of these loci may aid identification of *cis* sequences that mediate amplification.

It is interesting to contrast our findings with amplification that occurs in Sciarid flies. In the salivary gland polytene chromosomes of these insects, genes encoding cocoon proteins rereplicate within visible DNA puffs (for review, see Gerbi and Urnov 1996). This occurs during a final endocycle S phase when the remainder of the genome doubles in copy number. Unlike chorion gene am-

**Figure 7.** MPM-2 reveals synchronization of the cell cycle and responds to CycE. (A) Endocycling follicle cells have cell cycle-dependent staining of an MPM-2 reactive nuclear sphere. (B) A field of cells from stage 10A. The number of MPM-2 sphere containing cells increases throughout stage 9 so that by stage 10 every follicle cell is positive. (C) Overexpression of CycE with a *hs*p70:cycE transgene results in an increase in the number of stage 8 endocycling follicle cells that are MPM-2 positive. (D) Stage 10 follicle cells showing that inhibition of CycE activity in *hs*p70:GAL4; *UAS:Dap* flies results in dramatic reductions in MPM-2 sphere staining. Scale bar, 10 μm.
plification, however, Sciarid genes are not known to amplify periodically during multiple endocycles nor do they amplify in two distinct phases.

The positive role for CycE

The inhibition of amplification by 6-DMAP and Dap suggests that CycE is required for amplification. Although it is possible that Dap overexpression inhibits amplification by an unknown CycE-independent mechanism, the observation that early and late amplification occurs only when CycE is high supports the conclusion that it is required. CycE is not sufficient for amplification, however, because premature expression did not induce precocious amplification in stage 10A follicle cells, nor in follicle cells associated with the nurse cells. We know that overexpression of CycE resulted in higher kinase activity because stage 10A did have increased replication of heterochromatin. This may be the result of initiation from late S phase origins that had assembled prereplication complexes in the previous G phase, or elongation from early replicating regions of the genome. Replication of heterochromatin is not readily observed after stage 10A in normal chambers nor those overexpressing CycE. This suggests that conditions required for late replication of heterochromatin do not persist into the continuous phase of amplification. Moreover, the absence of amplification after CycE overexpression in stage 10A predicts that levels of another factor required for amplification increase with CycE at the onset of continuous amplification in stage 10B.

In our antibody labeling experiments, we observed subnuclear concentrations of CycE reminiscent of chorion gene BrdU labeling. Because of technical impediments, we could not colocalize CycE with BrdU or FISH in double labeling experiments. Nevertheless, this reproducible similarity in appearance suggests that local concentrations of CycE contribute to the late phase of amplification. The mechanisms by which CycE/CDK2 induces S phase have not been entirely uncovered (for review, see Weinberg 1995; Duronio et al. 1996; Lukas et al. 1997). In yeast, CDK complexes that promote S phase physically interact with ORC2 (Leatherwood et al. 1996). The punctate antibody labeling we observe suggests that CycE/CDK2 may, in part, promote amplification by modifying proteins that are closely associated with chorion loci during amplification. Our finding that CycE is required for amplification, taken with the previous report that Drosophila ORC2 is also required (Landis et al. 1997), suggests that many of the same components controlling S phase during normal cycles are required for amplification.

Developmental modification of follicle cell cycles during oogenesis

The transition from early to late amplification is associated with cessation of endoreplication and synchronization of follicle cell behavior (Fig. 8A). During this transition period, most follicle cells migrate posteriorly to cover the growing oocyte. Synchronous late amplification was specific for these follicle cells; we never observed BrdU subnuclear incorporation in follicle cells that remain associated with nurse cells. Additional regional specialization was observed for the dorsal-anterior cells over the oocyte that had greater BrdU incorporation than other cells in wild-type and compromised backgrounds. These cells synthesize specialized chorion structures and participate in oocyte/follicle cell signaling required for proper patterning of both the eggshell and embryo (for review, see Ray and Schüpbach 1996). These observations suggest signals emanating from the germline coordinate amplification with egg chamber development.

Developmental signals must act in part to modify CycE levels during the transition to late amplification. Ubiquitin-mediated degradation is an important system for restricting cyclins to precise periods during the cell cycle (for review, see Hoyt 1997). If degradation of CycE is modified during the final endocycle, this would ex-

Figure 8. A model for the two phases of amplification and escape from rereplication control. (A) In the early phase, third chorion genes amplify periodically during follicle cell endocycle S phases occurring asynchronously among cells within an egg chamber. In the late phase, chorion amplification commences synchronously among cells and replicates continuously (blue line). During the end of the early phase, follicle cells acquire synchrony as they complete the final endocycle, but do not enter a subsequent normal endocycle. These changes in periodicity are associated with alterations in behavior of CycE oscillations (red waves above) and MPM-2 reactivity (red lines below). CycE levels must be greater than the S-phase threshold for replication (top broken line). CycE levels also must decline below the reset threshold for origins to reset (bottom broken line). If CycE levels remain above this threshold after the final endoreplication, it would explain the absence of widespread origin firing when late phase amplification begins. (B) For replication from most follicle cell origins CycE likely plays dual roles—S-phase promotion and rereplication inhibition. Here, after initiation of replication, some proteins (pink ovals) remain associated with follicle cell origins, whereas association of others (blue ovals) into prereplication complexes is inhibited by CycE. Amplification complexes resident at chorion origins escape inhibition by CycE but require its positive activity to initiate replication. It may be that in addition to proteins common to other origins, proteins specific to amplification complexes (black polygon) impart resistance to CycE inhibition.
plain its continued presence in cells during the transition between early and late amplification (Fig. 8A). In the absence of ubiquitin-mediated degradation, induction of a single burst of CycE transcription during stage 10 would be sufficient to account for the high, but slowly declining, protein levels during late amplification. Differential degradation within the nucleus may also account for the punctate CycE labeling. Although the period of late amplification has been viewed previously as the end of endocycles, it may be more accurate to describe this as entry into a synchronized and prolonged final endocycle S phase during which only a few origins are prepared to replicate.

A model for amplification as an escape from rereplication control

Considerable evidence supports the idea that CDKs that are required for S phase also inhibit rereplication. (Dahmann et al. 1995; Piatti et al. 1996; Hua et al. 1997, Tanaka et al. 1997; for review, see Diffley 1996). Given evidence of Cyclins A and B, it has been suggested that CycE is responsible for once-per-cycle replication in endocycles (Su and O’Farrell 1995; Lilly and Spradling 1996). Consistent with this, we found continued misexpression of CycE blocked endocycling follicle cells from entering subsequent S phases. We suggest that choriom amplification is essentially an escape from rereplication control mediated by CycE/CDK2 complexes in follicle cells (Fig. 8B). Thus, during a single endocycle S phase, and later when CycE levels fall to oscillate, choriom origins initiate DNA replication more than once. The persistence of CycE in late follicle cells may, therefore, inhibit most origins, but not those at chorion loci, from assembling rereplication complexes. This predicts that if CycE activity were inhibited transiently during late amplification, most origins would reset, and an additional endocycle S phase would ensue. Although we were able to inhibit CycE activity with currently existing fly strains, we could not restore activity to sufficient levels to induce a subsequent S phase to test this hypothesis.

How might chorion loci escape rereplication control? One critical aspect of rereplication control models is dissociation of replication complexes from chromatin when origins fire. It may be that special amplification complexes at chorion origins are not destroyed with a single firing, or are reassembled within S phase, thus engendering local resistance to rereplication inhibition (Fig. 8B). We propose that amplification complexes resident at chorion origins are associated with unique amplification factor(s) that impart protection from inhibition exerted by the CycE/CDK2 pathway (Fig. 8B). These may be special members of the ORC, CDC6, and MCM families that associate with origins during acquisition of replication competence (for review, see Rowles and Blow 1997), or molecules that counteract inhibitory phosphorylation known to regulate these proteins (Jallepalli et al. 1997). Signals that induce expression of an amplification factor in follicle cells during endocycles would be sufficient to explain the developmental specificity for the onset of amplification. A continued investigation of amplification will likely reveal general cell cycle mechanisms controlling genome replication.

Materials and methods

Fly strains and genetic manipulations

Flies were raised at 25°C on standard cornmeal media. Abbreviations and information regarding standard strains can be found in Flybase (Gelbart et al. 1997). In most cases, y; w was used as a standard for BrdU labeling. The sources and full genotype of the amplification mutants examined are as follows: v K1214/FM7c and v K451/FM7c (Komitopoulou et al. 1983), PA77 cn bw sp/Cyo (Schüpbach and Wieschaus 1991), h th fs272 c/TM3 Sb and cu fs293 red/TM3 Sb (Snyder et al. 1986). The chilodon allele, is(2)00233 cn/Cyo; ry°, was recovered in a P-element female sterile screen, but the amplification defect does not map to the P-element insertion site at 37F. c323 GAL4 is on the X chromosome (Manseau et al. 1997) and hsp70:GAL4 is on the third chromosome. The UASdab (II-1) and UAScyce strains (III-1), on the second and third chromosome, respectively, were kindly provided by C. Lehner (Lane et al. 1996). For misexpression experiments, GAL4 females were crossed to UAS line males to create GAL4/+; UAS/+ females from which ovaries were examined. The hsp70:cycE P element is on the third chromosome (Knoblich et al. 1994). Heat induction of hsp70 transgenes was at 37°C in a water bath for 30 min.

Antibody labeling and image capture

Ovaries were isolated, fixed, and immunolabeled as described in Lin and Spradling (1993). For CycE, the monoclonal antibody 8B10 (Richardson et al. 1995) was used as described (Lilly and Spradling 1996). MPM-2 antibody (Davis et al. 1983) was purchased from DAKO Corporation, and used at a dilution of 1:100. Secondary antibodies FITC-antimouse 1:200 or CY3-antimouse 1:400 were purchased from Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories.

BrdU labeling and measurements

BrdU labeling was for 1 hr in Grace’s medium as described previously (Margolis and Spradling 1995; Lilly and Spradling 1996). For a given BrdU focus, incorporation was defined as the sum of all pixel intensities by use of IP lab spectrum software (Scanalyst). For measurement of incorporation in dorsal–anterior versus other follicle cells, 20 foci corresponding to the third chorion focus were analyzed. For 6-DMAP inhibition, ovaries were first incubated in Grace’s medium containing 2 mM 6-DMAP for 1/2 hr, followed by BrdU labeling in the absence of 6-DMAP for 1 hr.

FISH

Fluorescent hybridization to squashed preparations of ovaries or staged egg chambers was according to the protocol of K. Dej and A. Spradling (unpubl., available upon request) using reagents from ONCOR. For squashed BrdU/FISH double-labeling, ovaries incubated previously in BrdU were processed as for FISH and subsequently detected with either avidin or antidigoxigenin antibodies and anti-BrdU (Becton-Dickinson).

Whole mount FISH was essentially as described (Dernburg et al. 1996) except that fixation was in 37% formaldehyde/buffer B/dH2O (1:1:4) (Lin and Spradling 1993). For BrdU/FISH whole mounts, ovaries incubated in BrdU and processed as for FISH. The third chorion probe was the 3.8-kb plasmid subclone pt2 from the Acc3 region. The X chorion probe was the plasmid
104.63, which is a 6.3-kb subclone from λ phage 104 (Spradling 1981).

Quantitative Southern blotting

For quantification of amplification in 8C cells, nuclei were isolated from 240 yrr<sup>668</sup> females and sorted as described (Lilly and Spradling 1996). For quantification in stage 10A, DNA was prepared from 110 early 10A chambers. DNA was prepared as described (Swimmer et al. 1989) and digested with Sall before standard agarose electrophoresis and Southern blotting. The sum of signal intensity above background was quantified by the Storm System (Molecular Dynamics) after exposure to Phosphorlmager screens. Amplification value was calculated as choriorn/ control follicle cell divided by choriorn/control nonamplifying male DNA. For stage 10A, ~42% of DNA is derived from follicle cells (16C × 650 cells) whereas 58% is derived from nurse cells (average of 955C × 15 cells) (Hammond and Laird 1985). Measured values >1 were, therefore, corrected with the formula: absolute amplification = (observed amplification − 0.58)/0.42. The third choriorn probe was plasmid pT2 and the X probe was plasmid 104.63 described above for FISH. Control probes were as follows: p5-ryrSB, a 3.2-kb Sall-BamHI subclone from the 5′ end of the rosy gene (Gray et al. 1991); p1208, a BamHI-XbaI subclone from the coding region of the slbo gene (Rorth 1994); and cDNA clone c13 from the bu-lai tai shao gene (Yue and Spradling 1992).
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